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1 .  Introdzrction 
This paper concerns an attempt to generalize certain successful inves- 
tigations on vector bundles on a projective manifold. Suppose that M is a 
71 projective manifold; let H 4 M be the (negative) hyperplane section bundle 
over M. Then the zero section of H cari be reduced to a point, obtaining an 
analytic space E? with an isolated singularity (0) and a holomorphic map 
T: H 4 17. This can be arrived at in another way: if M c P" and 
2 :  Cn" - (0) -+ P" is the natural projection, E? = z-'(M) u (0). If 5 -t M 
is a locally free sheaf, then ~,.n*{ is a coherent sheaf on which is locally 
free off zero. All information concerning locally free sheaves on M can be 
translated to information on such sheaves on E?, and conversely. We are 
concerned with the study of such sheaves near a general isolated singular 
point; because of the above example and the close coho~nological properties 
of coherent sheaves there is reason for optimism. In Section 2 we study 
those coherent sheaves near an isolated singular point which are invertible 
outside the singularity. The technique is Hironaka's resol~ition; we relate 
this group with the Picard variety of the resolved manifold, and that of the 
proper transform of the singular point and its normal bundle. This is possible 
because resolution transforms these sheaves (mod~llo torsion) into invertible 
sheaves, For coherent sheaves of rank greater than one no such assertion is 
possible. In Section 3 we discuss the possibility of transforming all coherent 
sheaves (modulo torsion) into locally free ones by proper modification. 
It is proven that for a fixed sheaf, such a proper modification exists. 
Before proceeding we shall make our notions precise. An isolated singular- 
i ty  is a t r ip le3  = (X, {x), 6) where x is a point, X i s  a germ of a set and 0 is a 
ring for which there exists an analytic space ( X , a )  for which x E Xand x is  an 
isolated point of XSi,,, X is the germ of B at x, and (9 = ax. A morphism 
f : X -t mJ is the germ at x of a holomorphic map f: (z, gx)-+(y, 6y) such 
that f(x) = y. We shall denote by IS the category of isolated singularities. 
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If T = (X, { x ) ,  0) is an isolated singularity we denote by Y(X) the collec- 
tion of germs of coherent @-sheaves on X which are Iocally free outside of x.  
Two such sheaves are considered to be the same if they are isomorpl~ic on 
X - { x ) .  Y r ( X )  is the collection of sheaves in Y ( 3 )  which are of rank r on 
X - {x). Y1(.T) is the collection of germs of locally free sheaves on X - { x ) .  
Notice, that by definition, Yr(2")c YTr(X). The Picard variety Pic(%) of 3 is 
Y1(X); we denote Y " ( 3 )  by Pic1(%). Notice that if X is the germ of (X, 6) 
at x ,  then 




2. Stzrdy of Pic bj] Resoliltion 
Let X = (X, x ,  0) be an isolated singular point. By the resolution theorem 
of Hironaka [4] we can choose the representative X judiciously so that we 
can find a strongly pseudoconvex Inanifold X together with a proper map 
n :  2-t x such that 
(i) n : 2 - n - ' ( { x ) )  z X - { x ) ,  and 
(ii) n - ' ( { x ) )  is a finite union of projective manifolds of codimension o i ~ c  
with onIy normal crossings which is negatively embedded (i.e., the zero 
section of the normal bundle of the embedding n - ' ( ( x ) )  -+ 2 is exceptional). 
We would like to show that Y(,T) is determined by the locally free sheaves 
ou a suitable choice of 2, and better yet just by these sheaves on a finite 
neighborhood of n P ' ( { x ) ) .  This can be done for Pic(%) just because it is a 
cohomology group. We need the following theorem, a proof of which can be 
found in [ I l l .  
2.1. Theorem. Let Z be a strongly pseudoconvex rlzanifold wit11 excep- 
lioiznl set E. Let F + Z  be a coherent analyt ic  sheaf and  p a positive 
integer. There  is o n  ideal sheaf 9 s~rch that { x ;  9,# 8,) = E atzd the 
natural rest/-ictiorz 111ap H P ( Z ,  9) -+ HP(E ,  9 @, 8/9) is injective. 
2.2. Corollary. Let U ,  V be strongly psezrclocorzvex n~anifolrls suclz tlznt 
V c U orzclfor E the exceptional set of U ,  E c V. Let ,F-+ U be a coherent 
sheaf. TTlierz the re~trictiolz 172(IP H p ( U ,  9) 4 HP(V ,  9') is a n  isoi~~orphisrn,  
p > 0. 
Proof. Because of the theorem the map is trivially itljective. Let now 
w E H P ( V  9). Let K be a compact set in V,  int K 3 E. We may find a cochain 
0 E CP(U,  9') such that 0 ( K = o 1 K. Then 60 = 0 near E, so by the theorem 
there is + E  CP(U,9) ,  60 = 64. Then 0 - 4 defines a class in E l " U , 6 ) ,  
and 0 - 4 1 v = w + a, where 6% = 0 and ct = 0 near E. Thus a is a co- 
boundary, so 0 - $J I I/ = o in N P ( V ,  y). 
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2.3. Theorem. Let  X E IS. Let  2 be n resolution of singirlarities of n 
representative (X, x, Q) of X. There  are arbitrari ly  .srlzall ~zeigkborhoods 
U of x suclt that the direct itnage m a p  
H '(u, 9") 4 Pic(.OZ) 
is surjeclive. T h e  kernel of this ??zap is {locally free hhecroes Y ' j U  sirclz 
that  Y 1 (U - x-'({x))) is free). 
Proof. The description of the kernel is obvious; a fuller description is 
given in [7]. There are arbitrarily small strongly pse~~doconvex neigh- 
borhoods of x which are colitractible to {x). Let Uo =I Vo be two such 
- 1 
neigliborlioods and U = C' (Uo), V = n - (V,), Then all the restriction 
maps H " U , Z )  -, HP(V, Z), HP(U, O) 4 HP(V, 8) ( p  =i 0) are isomorphisms; 
thus also H1(U, 9") 4 H1(V, OB":) is an isomorphism. Letting now Vo -+ {x}, 
Now the latter maps onto Pic(Y). Let V, be some neighborhood of {x} oa 
which a given sheaf Y  pic(.%) is defined. By the coherence at  x, we may 
assume Y has a non-zero section a on Vo. Let U = {U) be a coordinate cover 
for 9'1 V, - {x), with transition fitnctions f,, E HO(U n V,  O'."), and let 
a be given by the cochaiti a, E HO(U, 8) with respect to this cover. The set 
Zo = U,. ,, { p e  U; o,(p) = 0) y {x) is a subvariety of V, of codimension 1. 
Let nL'(Vo) = V, Z-'({x)) = K, and Z be the proper transform of Zo (the 
closure in V of Z, - {x)). Z n K is of codimensio~i 2 in V. For x E K we can 
find a suitable polydisk neighborhood U, of x and irreducible f~~nct ions 
pl ,  . . a ,  ps E HO(U,, 8) such that Z = U {pi=O). Let U E U. Then in U n U,, 
{u, = 0) = U { p i  = 0), so (when this set is non-empty) there are integers 
Ic,, ..,, k ,  such that (nprio, ')  is an invertible holomorphic function in 
U n U, [3, p. 901. It  is easy to see, using the connectivity of the sets {pi = 0) 
that these integers are independent of U. Thus, letting J; = npf: we see that 
f,fi-'is holomorphic in U,n U, 4 K. Since it is also holomorphic a t  points 
z E K where fy(z) # 0, it is holomorphic in U, n U, - (K n Z) so by the 
extension theorem [3, p. 221, LTy = f , f i l  E HO(U, n Uy, 0"). Letting 9 
be the locally free sheaf given by these transition f~~nct ions on the cover {U,), 
it is just a matter of tracing back to verify that 9 = 9 on V - K, so 
n,(F) = 9. 
This proof is at1 explicit form of the following more meaiiingful assertion: 
Pic(%) corresponds to the germs of divisors of X - (x}, and these lift to 
divisors of 2 which is the germ at K of H1(2,9:"). 
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Now wc consider the group H1(X,C2:) of line bundles on a strongly 
pseudoconvex manifold X which is sufficiently close to its exceptional set K. 
If X is contractible to K, the topological content of H'(X,O.k)  is easily 
related to that on K ;  thus attention focuses on the sitbgroup of topologically 
trivial line bundles, exp H1(X, 0). 
The simplest possible case is that where K is a projective variety and X is 
the hyperplane section bundle over K. More generally, suppose that X is the 
space of a negative line bundle over K (here we equate K with the zero 
section of X). The compittation of H 1 ( X ,  0) has been done by G r a ~ ~ e r t  i n  [ d l .  
For any integer v, X v  denotes the I v I th tensor power of x"'""" . 
2.4. Theorem (Grauert). Let X % K be n negative l ine bundle overT the 
cotlipact splice K. There  is an  integer vo 2 0 sirch that  
2.5. Corollary. Untler the sai,ze cir.ctrt?zstances 
c/ = dim H '(K, X-"). 
s z o  
Proof. Let ( E H1(X, 69. to E H1(K, &') is the restriction of 5 to K. Then 
5' = ( x - ? ( t o ) - ' ~ e x p  H1(X,C"), since it has zero Chern class. I n  fact, since 
5 '1K= 1, t l = e x p w ,  where ~ G H I ( X , . Y )  (9 the ideal sheaf of K). If we 
let @ be the isomorphism of Grauert in Theorem 2.4, then the correspondence 
< -t to @ @(u) is the desired map of 2.5. Because of Theorem 2.4 this map 
is isomorphic. 
Jn the general situation we no longer have a holomorphic mapx: X -t K 
with which to pill1 back bundlcs, nor such a nice representation of O along K, 
so the above theorem secms to Fail, altho~tgli I know no counterexample. 
The following immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 is the best assertion we 
can make: 
2.6. Corollary. Let X be ( 1  \tr.onqly pseucloconvex i~znnifold wiflr 
exceptional \et K with iclecil sherrf .I. There  is n v 2 0 sllclt tltnt 
H1(X, 0) -+ H'(K, O / S v )  i s  injective. I11 pnrticulcrr., 
v 
dim H'(X, 0) 5 C dim Ifl(K, ~ j ) ,  
j = 0 
\vher,e A" ir the rloi.rncil bundle o j  the e~nbedcling K C  X. 
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Now we consider Pic' (X), i.e., the germ at {x) of H1(X - {x},U*). If 
dimX = 2, there is not much to be said. For example, if X = C2, since 
dim H1(C2 - {O),U) is infinite, C2 - (0) has many bad line bundles which 
cannot be extended "meromorphically" across zero. For example exp(l/zw) 
is the transition function for a bundle defined on the cover {z Z 0}, {w  # 0). 
We shall show that in higher dimensional cases such extension is possible. 
2.7. Theorem. Let X be a strongly pseudoconvex manifold with excep- 
tional set K, and d i m X  2 3. Let  dv be the sheaf of germs of ineromorphic 
functions on X with poles of order 5 v only along K. T h e n  the restriction 
m a p  H'(X,Mv) + HL(X - K, 0) is surjective for v large enough. 
Proof. Let K - {z, = 0, a m - ,  z, = 0) where the zi are distinct. By the 
finiteness theorems of Andreotti and Grauert 111, dimc Hi (X - K, 0) < co. 
Since H1(X - K, 0) is an O(X)-module, there is an ideal I of finite codimen- 
sion such that I .  H'(x - K, 0) = 0. Since I is of finite codimension, 
I I I consists of K together with finitely many points, and as in [ lo] ,  we may 
exclude the other points. Thus I I I = K, so there is a v 2 0 such that 
I 3 (21, ..., z;}. 
Let w G H1(X - K, 0). Then (representing cohomology by any suitable 
chain complex), for each i there is 4i E C'(X - K, U), 64i = zYo. Let 
f i j  = ( Z , Z ~ ) ~ ( Z ~ ' ~ ~  - zYvrpj). B f i j  = 0, SO fij  is holomorphic in X - K, and 
by Hartogs' theorem extends hoIomorphically to all of X. Consider now the 
covering by Ui = {zi # 01, 1 5 i 5 s. On Ui, o = 6zi-V4i, so w is represented 
on the cover {U,} by ((zizj)-Yfii}lsi,j5S. But for fixed i,j, this function is in 
H'(u, n Uj, dJV), so defines a class in H'(x, d v )  which maps onto o. 
In the special case where K is a negatively embedded manifold in X, 
we can apply Kodaira's vanishing theorem [6] to K to obtain 
2.8. Theorem. Let K be a negatively embedded manifold in  X. Suppose 
H2(X,U) = 0. Let 2- be the isolated singularity obtained b y  blowing 
down K. T h e n  Pic(9") 2 H'(X - K, O*). 
Proof. We have a natural map of Pic(X) + H1(X - K, 09) which by 
definition is an injection. We have to prove it is surjective, which by Theorem 
2.3 amounts to proving that H1(x, U*) + H1(X - K, 0*) is surjective. 
Since H2(X, Z) E H2(K, Z) E H2(X - K, 2) (the latter since X - K is 
topologically a circle bundIe over K with non-vanishing Chern class), we 
need only show that H'(X,U)+ H1(X - K,U) is surjective. Now the 
exactness of the sequence of sheaves 
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where Jtr is the normal bundle of the embedding K+ X gives the exactness of 
By Kodaira's vanishing theorem, H ' ( x , Y + ~ )  = 0, so all the maps ni are 
surjective, thus H'(X,O)-tH'(X,~Zv) is surjective. This together with 
X,O)-+H1(X -K,O). Theorem 2.7 gives the surjectivity of H ( 
Remarks. The requirement that H2(X, 0) = 0 is needed so that every 
topological line bundle contains an analytic representative and therefore 
the above argument works. Without this assumption, one is left with the 
interesting but unanswered question: how can we distinguish those topo- 
logical line bundles on X which have an analytic representative? 
Furthermore, since our interest is in Pic(%) for a given X we should find a 
good resolution X with exceptional set E so that the normal bundle of E G X 
is negative. Does Kodaira's vanishing theorem still hold, even though E is 
not a manifold? 
3. Proper Transfornzation of Coherent Sheaoes 
The constructions of this section are so close to the concept of monoidal 
transformation of ideal sheaves as discussed in [8] and [5] ,  that I suspect 
what I have to say that is not conjectural is already well known. Such readers 
as may be inclined to this view may look upon this as an attempted lesson in 
communication. 
3.1. Proposition. Let 9 be a coherent analytic sheaf o n  the analytic 
space X .  T h e  set o(Y) = {x E X; Yx is rlot a free 0,-module) is a proper 
subuaidiety of X .  
Proof. Let x E X. There is by coherence a neighborhood U of x and an 
h 
exact sequence LnP -. 8" Y Y 0 defined on 'U .  Let r = max {rank, h(x)) 
(considering h as a holomorphic map into L(CP, Cq)). We shall show that 
in U ,  o(Y) = (x E U ;  rank h(x) < I . ) .  This latter set is the zero locus of all 
determinants of r x I .  submatrices of h,  and thus is a variety. 
Now, if ranklz(x) = r ,  this is true in a neighborhood of x, so Y is the 
cokernel (near x) of a regular homomorphism, and hence is free. On the 
other hand if Y is free near x, then the given exact sequence becomes 
in a neighborhood V of x. In V,  rank n' = s, so kern' = im h is locally free 
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in V. Then, for all y E V, rankk(y) = dimim lz(y) is independent of y, so is I., 
and t l i ~ ~ s  rank h(x )  = r. 
3.2. Definition. For ,'/' a coherent sheaf on an irreducible space X, 
define rank 9 as the rank of the locally free sheaf Y I X - ~(9'). 
Notice that the torsion sheaves are precisely tlie sheaves of rank 0. Our 
investigation of coherent sheaves will be done (as above for tlie Picard 
varieties) modulo sheaves of rank 0. We will show that given Y we can find 
a proper transform X" of X so that the lift of 9 to is Iocally free (~nodulo 
torsion). The folIowing defi~iition is Remmert's [9] .  
3.3. Definition. Let X, Y be analytic spaces. A /nero~nor.phic rnilp 
F :  X -, Y is a holomorphic rnap F: X - V -+ Y where V is a proper sub- 
variety of X suclz that tlie closure in X x Y of the graph of F is a variety. 
We shall speak of ~neromorphic maps into G(d,n) ,  the manifold of r l-  
dilnensiolial subspaces of C". There is a canonical sequence of vector bundles 
over G(d, 1 1 )  : 
where, for U E  G(d, n ) ,  Cd," is precisely the space o. 
We shall refer to the following coordinatization of G(d,tt).  Let n be n 
projection operator on C" so that K = kern has dimension d. Let G = in1 x. 
Let U ,  = {V;  V is a complement to GI. Then G(ti,n) = U, U,, and U ,  is a 
coordinate neighborliood with coordinates in L(K,G), tlie linear maps 
of K into G. The correspondence L(K, G) -+ U ,  is given by 
f + ( x  + f ( x ) ; x ~ K ) .  
If V E U,, then (1 - n): V 4 K is an isomorphism and we can take 
f = n . ((1 - n) [ v)-'. 
3.4. Proposition. Lei X be nn n i~a ly t i c  space, .5/' a sheaf on X of rcrnk r .  
Slippose we /lave a slrrjeciiue I H L I ~  (1): OP-+ .Y. Corresponding to qi is 
i~zeromor~phic mn11 F :  X -+ G(p - r, r), so that  F"(OP -+ qr + 0) is the giverz 
seqlrence OP --f .C/i -+ 0 ooet. X - a(.(/)). 
Proof. Over X - a(Y), .Y is the sheaf of sections of a vector bundle S 
and the given map arises from a regular bundle map 
For x 6 a(.Y), K, = ker h(x)  is a p - I .  dimensional sitbspace of C", Defitle 
F: X - ~(9) + G(p - r ,p) ,  F ( x )  = K,. Clearly F has the desired property; 
we need o11ly show it is meromorphic. 
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Fix x, E X ;  by coherence we can find a map g: Oq --+ OP SO that 
is exact in a neighborhood U of x,. We consider g as a holomorphic map 
of U into L(C" Cp). Fix a projection n, and consider 
v , = { ( x , f ) ~ U  x U,; n . g ( x ) = f . ( l  - n).g(x)). 
Clearly V, is a subvariety of U x U,. We need only show that V, is, over 
U - o ( q ,  precisely the part of the graph of F in [U - CJ(Y)] x U,. Suppose 
(x, F(x)) E [U - o(Y)] x U,. Now F(x) = Im g(x) E U,, SO 1 - TC: Im g -+ K 
is an isomorphism. Let a be its inverse. Then 
t l~us  (x, F(x)) has the coordinate (x, n . a) which is clearly in V,. 
Now suppose (x, f )  E V, x # a(Y). Then, for o E C q, 
so Img(x) c K + f (K). Since x #o(S), rankg(x) = dim Im g(x), so we have 
equality, and the proposition is proved. 
I think this proposition is of interest in itself, for it allows the possibility 
of parametrizing certain equivalence classes of ample sheaves by means of 
meromorphic maps into Grassmannians. The latter may be amenable to the 
techniques of Douady's thesis. For the purpose of studying Y ( X )  as we 
studied Pic(%), this proposition leads to this result. 
3.5. Theorem. Let X be an irrecl~icible analytic space, and Y a coherent 
sheaf on X. There are: an irreduciblespace 2, proper mapn:  Z+X, locally 
free sheaf @+ 2 ,  :,ad O~-hor~~or~zorphisl7.Iisi 4: E '~ (Y)  -+ 9 such that 
(i) n 1 2 - n-' (~(9')) is biholornorplzic, 
(ii) 4 is surjectiue and lcer 4 is of rank 0. 
Proof. First we shall construct the required objects locally and then show 
that they are independent of the choices made. Then the global objects can 
be constructed by patching. P So we may suppose that there is a surjective sheaf map OP -+ 9' -+ 0. 
Let r = rank-40. Let F: X G(p - r, r) be the corresponding meromorphic 
map given by Proposition 3.4, and let 3 be the closure of the graph of F 
in X x G. Let n: X x G -+ X, z: X x G + G be the natural projections. 
The TC above is n 12, and 9 = zh(q) 12. 
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The requirement (i) is obvious. On 2 we have the canonical exact sequence 
(lifted by z) 
Pg :% 
and the exact sequence OP -+ nL(9') 4 0. By Propositioll 3.4 these are the 
same on X - n-' (a(9)). Thus, since p i s  locally free a annihilates ker 0, so 
4 = a. (@*)-I : n*(Y) -t 2 is well-defined and obviously surjective. The 
kernel of 4 is clearly the torsion subsheaf of n'k(S") (for q5 is isomorphic 
off n - ' ( a (~ ) ) ) ,  so (ii) is proven. 
Now we verify that these are defined independently of the choice of 
B' generators of 9'. Suppose 8" 9'4 0 is another exact sequence on X. If we 
shrink X we may assume that there is a map y: OS 4 OP such that 
is commutative. We consider y as an L(CS, CP)-valued holomorphic map on X. 
Consider the map 
(s, (21, u)) d (x, (u ,  v - yu)). 
8 is non-singular and linear in the second variable and therefore defines 
a biholomorphicmap 8 : X x  G ( s + p - r , s + p ) + X x  G ( s + p - r , s + p ) .  
The mapG(p-r ,p)+G(s- l -p- r , s+p)  given by V + C S x V  is an 
embedding; let O:X x G ( p - r , p ) + X  x G ( s + P - r , s + p )  be the em- 
bedding obtained by the composition of tliese two maps. (We should also 
notice that 
Now we have an exact sequence 0"~ & + 0 (B" = f i t  @ 11) to which 
we can apply Proposition 3.4 to obtain a meromorphic map F n : X +  
G(s + p - r, s + p), and a corresponding transform X" c X x G(s + p - I-, 
s + p). We want to prove that a: 2 E X". That will suffice to prove that our 
solution obtained via is isomorphic to that obtained by /I". We can apply 
the same arguments to the pair p' and /?", th~ls  obtaining the desired iso- 
morphism between the constructs of j3 and f i t .  
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To prove that 0: f~ X" we need only show that if ( ,Y,u)E~, ,  then 
O(x, u) E r,, (since is an embedding). 8 is derived from the vector bundle 
map 0 corresponding to the sheaf map (on X) O:OY**-+ given by 
O ( z r ,  u) = (ti, v - yu). We have to show that 6 :  Los@ ker /3 r ker (I". 
0 is clearly one-one. If (u, u) E B''P with /3u = 0, then 
/:"(O(u, u)) = /:'u + /:( - yu + u) = /:'u - Pyrr + Po = 0. 
0 is surjective. Suppose P1'(w, u )  = P'u + = 0. But P ' u  = P(yu), so 
IJ(Yu -t U) = 0. Finally (11, u) = U (u, y u  + v). 
Remarks. Notice that .? is nothing other than n2.(.Y/.F), where.F is the 
torsion sheaf of 9. The avowed purpose of this theorem is to study coherent 
sheaves m o d ~ ~ l o  torsion by reducing this to the study of vector bundles on 
tnanifolds via resolution. I have not gone very far in such a program. One 
question which arises is this: suppose X is compact (or is a germ a t  a point); 
can we find one proper modification f s o  that every coherent sheaf of rank I.  
lifts to a locally free sheaf on X(modulo torsion)?Another question: to what 
extent do the Grassmann varieties n-'(x); x E ~(9') determine the sheaf .Y? 
Will a finite neighborhood suffice? Finally, is the constructioll of Theorem 3.5 
determined by some i~niversal property? If so, what is it? 
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